Building/Year built: Scotts Valley CC
Date: 11/9/15
Cite
703.1
11B-703.4.1
703.5.5

ELEMENT: SIGNAGE
Permanent Space Signage: signs designating permanent spaces and rooms; ie:
restrooms, mechanical rooms, locker rooms
Do signs have both visual and tactile characters?
Is sign installed so that sign is mounted 48” min. to the baseline of the lowest
Braille cells and 60” max to the baseline of the highest line of raised characters?
Are letters the correct height based on the chart below?
Height to Finish
Horizontal
Minimum Character Height
Floor /Ground
Viewing
From Baseline of Distance
Character
40” to 70”
Less than 72”
5/8”

70+” to 120”

120+”

703.2, 216.2,
703.3, 703.5
216.4.1,
703.1
703.2, 703.5
CA: 1011.4
703.6.2,
1
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More than 72”

5/8”, plus 1/8” per foot of viewing
distance above 72”

Less than 180”

2”

More than
180”

2”, plus 1/8” per foot of viewing
distance above 180”

Less than 21’

3”

More than 21’

3”, plus 1/8” per foot of viewing
distance above 21’

Yes

No
X
X

n/a

Notes:

RR signs at 66” w/no Braille (CC102)

X

Do interior and exterior signs designating permanent rooms and spaces have
both tactile and Braille lettering?
Do exit signs have visual, tactile and Braille lettering?
EXIT STAIR DOWN, EXIT STAIR UP, EXIT RAMP DOWN, EXIT RAMP UP, EXIT
ROUTE (to enclosure), TO EXIT (direct exit)

X
X

Does lettering and symbol of accessibility contrast with the background and have

x
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703.2.1
703.4.2
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ELEMENT: SIGNAGE
a non-glare finish?
For pictograms, is the pictogram field 6” min with text descriptions and Braille
below and outside of the pictogram field?
Is Braille provided below the text, if multi-lined is it below the entire text body?
Are raised characters in upper case and conventional in form?

No

n/a

Notes:

X
X

Are raised characters on signs between 5/8” to 2” high and raised at least 1/32”?

Are signs with tactile characters located in the correct location with an 18” x 18”
CFS for an approach to signs?
• With closers - latch side, or push side of door if no door stop
• Without closers- latch side
• Double with one active leaf- door mounted on inactive leaf
• Double with two active leafs-right of the right hand door
Informational/Directional Signage – signs providing information or direction to
interior spaces (excluding company logos, temporary signage, menus, occupant
names, building addresses, building directories)
216.3
Do directional and informational signs have visual characters that comply with
703.5
703.5.5? (see table above)
703.5.1
Does the lettering contrast with the background and have a non-glare finish?
703.2.3
Is lettering conventional in style? (no italics, scripts, etc)
703.5.6
Are visual characters 40” min above the ground?
Entry Signage
216.6
If the entrance is not accessible, is there directional signage indicating the
nearest accessible entry?
216.6
Are accessible entries identified with the symbol of accessibility?
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2

Yes

X

(CC102)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
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